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Master the terrifyingly effective Phoenix Eye Fist style of Chinese Kung Fu with this illustrated

martial arts guide.The Secrets of Phoenix-Eye Fist Kung-Fu depicts an enormously potent art,

also known as Chuka Shaolin, that does not depend on strength or size. Instead, it utilizes a

special striking technique, the phoenix-eye fist, aimed at vital points on the opponent's

body.Phoenix-Eye Fist Kung-Fu excels at close-range fighting—an area neglected in many

other martial arts—and employs a variety of lightning-fast strikes and kicks. Due to its deadly

efficacy, there is no sparring in Chuka Shaolin, but instead complex two-person practice forms

are employed—both for empty-handed fighting and for fighting with weapons—in which the

practitioners fight all-out, and are protected only by a precise knowledge of the form.With

hundreds of clear photographs, The Secrets of Phoenix-Eye Fist Kung-Fu reveals:The

fundamental techniques of the empty-handed artA complete breakdown of the two-person

empty-hand practice formsDetailed instruction in Chuka Shaolin pole fighting, includingthe

practice formsAn overview of the other weapons used in Chuka Shaolin, including the sai, the

twin knives, the spear, and the farmer's hoeSpecial forms of Chi Kung designed to increase

striking power,increase vitality, and aid in resisting and healing injuries
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CHUKA SHAOLIN TERMSPREFACEI was first introduced to the rare art of phoenix-eye fist

kung-fu in 1986 through a book co-written by the art’s headmaster, Cheong Cheng Leong, and

the late hoplologist, Donn F. Draeger. At the time, I was working for Asian World of Martial Arts,

one of the largest suppliers and stores of martial arts books and equipment in the world. One

evening after work, my co-worker Carlos Aldrete-Phan and I were relaxing in his apartment

talking about all the different kinds of martial arts there were in the world. Being well-read and

having practiced a number of different systems, I was rattling off a shopping list of names and

countries of origin. Carlos stopped me midstream and asked if I had ever heard of the art of

Chuka Shaolin. I replied that I hadn’t. Carlos then asked if I had ever heard of a writer named

Donn Draeger. I replied that of course I had, as he was quite famous. Carlos then pulled a book

off his shelf titled Phoenix-Eye Fist: A Shaolin Fighting Art of South China, by Cheong Cheng

Leong and Donn F. Draeger. He handed it to me.After browsing through the first couple of

pages I found that the proper name of the phoenix-eye fist art was Chuka Shaolin, and that it

was an offshoot of Fukien Shaolin boxing. What struck me most about the art was its primary

use of the phoenix-eye fist hand formation for striking—hence its more popular name. After a

few minutes I looked up from the book to see a big smile across Carlos’ face. We were both

thinking the same thing: One day we would train in and master the art of the phoenix-eye fist.

The only problem was that the master of the art, Cheong Cheng Leong, resided in Malaysia,

and there were no instructors of the art in the United States. Well, at least we had the

book.While I never attempted to learn the art from the book, it did give me a sense of the use

of the phoenix-eye fist hand formation and of the theory behind its use. Carlos, on the other

hand, endeavored to memorize the solo empty-hand form it presented.It wasn’t until 1996—a

full ten years later—that I was able to travel from the Philippines to Malaysia to meet Cheong

Cheng Leong in person. And what a meeting it was. Several months prior to the trip, I was

given the necessary contact information for Mr. Cheong by Hunter Armstrong, director of the

International Hoplology Society. Chip, as Hunter is known to his friends, directed me to a man

named Karunakaran, who had been Draeger’s top student and who continues to run Draeger’s

jo-jutsu dojo in Malaysia. Upon my arrival in Penang, Mr. Karuna (as I call him) took me to meet

Mr. Leong at his kwoon on the steps leading up to the Kek Lok Si Temple in the Air Itam area of

Penang.I was given a full-blown demonstration of Chuka Shaolin, including several empty-hand

forms, a few two-person forms, several demonstrations of weapons forms, as well as training

drills and technique applications. Wow! There was so much to be found in this art. I had no

idea. From reading the book, I had assumed that the art was merely an empty-hand system.

How wrong I was. At that moment I knew what had to be done: another book must be written!

Before I was given a chance to present Mr. Leong with my idea for a book, I first had to give a

demonstration of my own. So, I stepped onto the floor and demonstrated three empty-hand

forms from the ngo cho kun style of kung-fu. I chose to demonstrate this art because it hails

from the same area in China as Chuka Shaolin. I thought that any link, even a tenuous one,

would make Mr. Leong more amenable to allowing me, a stranger, to co-write a book with

him.After my demonstration I sat down and interviewed Mr. Leong for a possible magazine

article to go with the photographs I had taken during his demonstration. Since he did not know

me very well, I was a bit reluctant to ask him if I could co-write a book with him, as Draeger

had done nineteen years earlier. So I took a minute to gather my thoughts and formulate my

argument for the need of such a book. (More than anything, though, my need was to pick his

brain and learn the inner workings of his art!) In any event, since his book with Draeger had



been out of print for some ten years at that point, I figured I had nothing to lose, so I asked.Mr.

Leong immediately agreed. In fact, he was enthusiastic about the idea. We decided that we

would present the information in the first book again, but in an abbreviated fashion, and then

present a second empty-hand form, followed by a weapon form and its applications.Between

1996 and 1999, I made three trips to Malaysia to work with Cheong Cheng Leong on the book

you now hold in your hands. During this time, however, the first book came back into print,

which was both good and bad news. Since the first book was published by Weatherhill and this

new book was to be published by Tuttle, it would be a conflict of interest (and perhaps a legal

problem) to present the same information. So, after some discussion, Mr. Leong and I decided

to present in the new book a more detailed history of the art, historical photographs that did not

appear in the first book, a two-person empty-hand fighting form (so that those interested in

learning how to train and apply the empty-hand form presented in the first book would have a

means of doing so), the basics necessary to correctly execute the two-person empty-hand

fighting form, one of the two pole forms, an overview of all the Chuka weapons, a few

applications of each, two-person strength and conditioning exercises, and the chi kung and

healing dimensions of the art, which had not been written about before.This was the rationale

behind the presentation of information in this book and how Mr. Leong and I came together to

write it. And while both of the books on Chuka Shaolin are good in and of themselves, as a set

they are indispensable. The information presented in the two books, when combined, truly

gives those interested in learning the art of the phoenix-eye fist a complete overview of the art

and the ins and outs of training.It is truly my honor to have made the acquaintance of Mr.

Leong and to have been given the opportunity to write a book with him. While all of the

technical information is from Cheong Cheng Leong’s vast knowledge of the art, the actual

writing of the book was done by me. I must state, therefore, that if there are any faults with this

volume in terms of presentation of material, they are my own. And if they are major, I offer my

apologies to Grandmaster Cheong Cheng Leong and to those aspiring to learn this rare and

dynamic fighting art.—Mark V. WileyTowson, MDINTRODUCTIONOver the past fifty years

martial arts have seen a rise in popularity never seen at any other time. Along with this

popularity, though, has come a watering down of the traditional kung-fu methods. That is to say,

the original purpose of the arts as systems of self-defense and physical and mental disciplines

has turned into aerobic and gymnastic performance activities.Due to the recent changes in the

People’s Republic of China, martial arts there have taken on a unique flavor, one based on the

utilitarian role they are seen as fulfilling. With the aesthetic aspects of the art being stressed,

and as a result of the persecution of martial artists during the ten years of the Cultural

Revolution (1966-1976), the practical aspects are often downplayed, and it is arguable that the

overall level of skill in the combative elements of the arts has greatly declined.The purpose of

this book, then, is to not only preserve one of the most dynamic and realistic Chinese fighting

arts in existence, but to provide the reader with a broader view of the art of Chuka Shaolin than

has previously been available.This current work is divided into four parts, each focusing on a

different dimension of the art. Part One, “Chuka Shaolin in Perspective,” sets the tone for the

book by presenting a detailed history of the art from its parent art of Fukien Shaolin to its

formation at the hands of the Chu sisters, through several generations of masters, up until the

present time. This section also offers an overview in terms of how a student learns the art and

the fighting principles that enable the practitioner to effectively apply the art when

necessary.Part Two, “The Empty-Hand Art,” gives an overview of the basic stances, hand

techniques, and foot techniques used in the art in general—yet also specific to the two-person

fighting form presented later in the book—as well as descriptions and photographs of the



empty-hand two-person form. By practicing this form, exponents learn the proper distances,

angles, and psychological mind-set necessary when attempting to apply the empty-hand

techniques against an opponent. This section also presents five strength and conditioning

exercises, diligent practice of which will better enable the Chuka practitioner to execute his

techniques, absorb the impact of his opponent’s techniques, as well as develop his own

gripping, pulling, and pushing power without the use of external training devices.Part Three,

“The Weapon Art,” offers an overview of the weapons used in Chuka Shaolin, which includes

the pole, long spear, iron rulers, twin knives, and farmer’s hoe. The six-and-a-half-point pole

form is then presented, along with fighting applications of the pole and other weapons.Part

Four, “The Healing Art,” discusses the little-known healing dimensions of Chuka Shaolin. This

section provides a discussion on the use and practice of chi kung, or internal energy exercises,

and presents an overview of the impact healing art used to treat old injuries to the

musculoskeletal system.The book concludes with an afterword, a lineage of the art’s masters

and teachers, and a complete list of the solo and two-person empty-hand and weapon forms

found within the system. In the interest of keeping the text easy to read, most of the art’s terms

are presented in English. For those interested in the original Chinese spellings, a glossary of

terms in English and Mandarin is found at the end of the book.We hope this book has

something to offer all martial artists, beginners and advanced, Chuka stylists and exponents of

other arts alike. It should be noted that this book was not written in a vacuum, but represents,

instead, the efforts of many individuals. We would, therefore, like to thank the following for their

respective contributions to this project: Tan Hun Poey, Cheong Boo Kheng, Ong Tatt Lin, Woo

Kim Hin, the Lam family, Ron Beaubien, Karunakaran A/L R. Chindan, Hunter B. Armstrong,

Carlos Aldrete-Phan, Robert Chu, Alex Co., and the late Donn F. Draeger.—Cheong Cheng

Leong &Mark V. Wiley, Penang, 1999 Part IChuka Shaolin in

PerspectiveCHAPTER ONEHistorical PerspectiveThe historical documentation of a fighting art

that spans several hundred years is a difficult undertaking. This is especially so when the art in

question lacks written documentation prior to the 1970s, as is the case with Chuka Shaolin.

And while Cheong Cheng Leong knows the history of his art as passed on to him by his late

master, Lee Siong Pheow, he is unsure of the origins of the art past five generations.In an

attempt to be as accurate and as detailed as possible, we not only present the oral history of

Chuka Shaolin as passed down through the generations, but we also offer several new insights

into the “mother art(s)” from which it may have sprung.One possible origin of Chuka Shaolin is

found among the Hakka, or Guest Family, peoples of Canton/Guangdong, China. There is a

martial art among the Hakka people that stems from Chu gar kow, or the Chu family religion.

Chu gar kow was originally an underground society that formed during the Qing/Manchu

dynasties. Chu gar kow’s fighting art is now known to many as Chu-gar mantis, the first of the

“southern” praying mantis systems to have developed. Over the years, other styles of southern

mantis, such as Chow-gar and jook lum have also evolved. Since the Chinese characters for

Chu-gar (southern praying mantis) and Chuka (phoenix-eye fist) are the same, it is possible

that the latter art evolved from the former.Another possible origin of Chuka Shaolin is Fukien

white crane boxing. Some believe that the teachings of the Chu gar kow spread and became

the various styles of Fukien Shaolin boxing—of which white crane boxing is a part. Since the

cave where the nun Leow Fah Shih Koo resided and later taught her “Shaolin” art to the Chu

sisters was known as the Pai-Ho Toong, or White Crane Cave, it is possible that Chuka Shaolin

is based in pai-ho, or southern white crane, kung-fu.Perhaps a more feasible explanation is

that the art evolved as an eclectic blend of several Fukien Shaolin arts, including white crane

boxing and Chu-gar praying mantis boxing.However, like so many other martial arts, the history



of Chuka Shaolin is shrouded in the myths and legends of oral traditions passed down through

the generations from master to disciple. In the case of the art in question, oral history holds

that it was founded by a Shaolin nun who, after leaving the Shaolin Temple, passed on her art

to two sisters with the surname Chu.The story goes something like this...A Nun and Two

SistersIn the late eighteenth century, there was a Buddhist nun named Leow Fah Shih Koo

who was said to have attained mastery of Shaolin kung-fu at China’s Fukien Shaolin Temple.

She learned the art from her brother, Abbot Chih Sun. During a time of political turmoil, Leow

left Shaolin to seek a more peaceful and quite life for herself in the Pai-Ho Toong, or White

Crane Cave, in Kwangtung province.Aside from her skills in Shaolin kung-fu, Leow was also an

herbalist. In fact, she earned her living by gathering and compounding herbs from the hillsides

and selling them in a nearby town.One day, while en route to town to sell her herbs, Leow

chanced upon two sisters who had been abandoned and left to fend for themselves in the

village granary. Upon further investigation, Leow found that the sisters were Chu Meow Eng

and Chu Meow Luan, daughters of wealthy parents who had recently been robbed and

murdered.Leow took the children into her cave-home and raised them as her own. The Chu

sisters assisted the nun in the collection of herbs and the preparation of compounds for sale in

the village. In addition, Leow taught them Shaolin kung-fu, an art at which they excelled. In fact,

it is said that the Chu sisters were so talented that they were able to master the Shaolin art

after just a few years of dedicated practice. It was upon their completion of Shaolin training that

Leow encouraged them to study the fighting instincts and techniques of animals and insects.

With this in mind, the Chu sisters then embarked on observing and imitating the fighting

actions of the praying mantis, tiger, monkey, and snake. They then incorporated these new

skills into the Shaolin art taught to them by Leow. Elements of the praying mantis, tiger,

monkey, and snake can be found in varying degrees in the empty-hand forms of this dynamic

fighting art.After perfecting their new fighting art, the Chu sisters presented it to the nun for

review and criticism. Leow was so impressed that she formally named the new art “Chuka”

from Chu, the sisters’ surname, and ka, meaning “family” in the Hakka dialect. Thus, Chuka

refers to the Chu-family style of Chinese martial arts. And while not a Shaolin martial art

proper, and actually having developed independent of the temple itself, in deference to the

Fukien Shaolin Temple wherein Leow learned her fighting art, the name was carried over.

Thus, the complete name of the Chu sisters’ art became Chuka Shaolin.It was also during this

time that the nun envisioned and came to develop the deadly hand-formation resembling the

eye of the mythical phoenix. Feeling that this particular fist strike was especially effective for

women (i.e., herself and the Chu sisters), Leow incorporated it into the Chu sisters’ new

fighting art. As time passed, however, the exponents of Chuka Shaolin began to favor the use

of the phoenix-eye fist hand strike. As a result, the art of Chuka Shaolin is now more commonly

known as phoenix-eye fist kung-fu.OOH PING KWANGAfter Leow passed away, the Chu

sisters embraced her kind disposition and continued to gather herbs, make medicinal

compounds, and practice kung-fu. One day while on their way to town, one of the sisters was

accidentally struck by mud thrown by a group of boys who were fighting. Upon seeing that a

passerby had been struck with the mud, all the boys fled, with the exception of the one who

had actually flung the mud. The boy apologized profusely for the accident, stating that he was

merely flinging mud in all directions so as to keep the bullies from getting at him.The boy’s

name was Ooh Ping Kwang. He was an orphan who tended the cows and did other chores on

his uncle’s farm in exchange for his keep. The sisters were so impressed with the boy’s

disposition and honesty that they approached Ooh’s uncle and asked permission to look after

the boy. The sympathetic uncle said he would consent only if the sisters agreed to teach his



nephew their martial art in an effort to secure a safer future for the frail child. The nuns agreed.

Ooh was nine years old at the time.Over the many years Ooh served the Chu sisters he grew

to manhood and became quite skilled as a martial artist and as an herbalist. On the death of

the second Chu sister, Ooh, now almost forty, descended from his cave-home and settled in

the village, where he married a local girl. Ooh then set about imparting the Chuka art and

herbal knowledge to his relatives and trusted friends, never forgetting the Chu sisters, their

strict teachings, and their high moral character.LEE SIONG PHEOWLee Siong Pheow

(1886-1961) was one of Ooh’s most gifted disciples. He was trained in a more rigorous manner

than any of Ooh’s other pupils, serving a long apprenticeship with the master. Lee worked hard

during the day, fully occupied with the domestic chores in his master’s household. Every

evening and early each morning Ooh directed Lee’s Chuka training. Lee was required to

undergo unremitting practice of the various stances and postures, an unnerving and boring

practice to be sure, but he persevered. Lee’s only problem was his temper. While he willingly

accepted the hard work and the beatings administered by his master, and whatever harsh

punishment the master might decree to correct any mistakes made in training, Lee could not

accept domination by others.One day, Lee’s temper got the better of him. He relentlessly beat

Master Ooh’s son during training. For this unforgivable act, Master Ooh, using a long hardwood

pole, fiercely struck Lee’s fist and foot, crippling the index finger of his right hand and

deforming one of his feet for life. While such a severe lesson would surely have discouraged a

spiritually weaker man, it only served to make Lee realize that his skill was not yet perfect. He

had to train even harder than in the past. In time, Lee’s diligent effort and consistent training

elevated him to the highest level of Chuka Shaolin excellence, and it is said that no local fighter

could defeat him in one-on-one combat.
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in the few works dedicated to this martial art.The style centers on the use of a phoenix-eye fist,

which applies the extended fore knuckle of the pointer finger. Some thoughtful conditioning is

required to use this, and is somewhat treated in the text. My interest in this punch began with a

form of kung fu in which some lineages include "White Eyebrow" (Bak Mei/Pak Mei) elements.

Bak Mei extensively uses this fist. Likewise, traditional Uechi Ryu karate uses a phoenix-eye

"shoken" punch exclusively. Years ago, my best introduction occurred when an irresponsible

practitioner punched me in the kidney with this punch. An agonizing pain shot through my body,

especially as he had hit a pressure point. I straightened up involuntarily and suffered a week of

back pain. I was sold on this punch.Wiley's book delves into the broader style, a small array of

hand techniques, bridges, and low kicks that are honed to perfection as opposed to a 500-

technique style with limitless versions of "small circling destroying tiger plum flower fist." The

rapid-fire style involves level changing, close-in fighting, strategic use of grabs and bridges to

create space, and relies on a springing cat stance and quick horse stance to generate speed

and power. I'm used to the tedious Hung Gar-style horse stance training. This version is used

more quickly. In addition, the punching style is unique -- more like a prison "sewing machine"

style of stabbing than a traditional all-in punch. The arm forms a bend similar to a 3-way ratchet

design hand drill (look up a Stanley 5044 model for reference). Another version is thrown more

like a straightened uppercut with the palm of the hand facing upwards. In addition you have

chops, a "dragon" poke, and other tools. Body conditioning largely consists of repetitions to

strengthen the phoenix eye fist, "arm rubbing" standard in southern Chinese martial arts and

Uechi Ryu karate, and bag work. There's no overkill, and it's assumed a practitioner would

apply the art while wearing shoes.Wiley goes further than others in describing Chi Kung

breathing exercises, "medicine," weapons, provides some basic two-person staff sets, and

indicates the breadth of the martial art. I'm not sold on 25 forms, though they all likely have

their place. It seems like hard-training of the fundamentals and core form, espoused in an

earlier book below, would offer some unique items to any toolkit. After all, Chuka isn't readily

available like other forms of kung fu or Japanese karate.This review is incomplete without a

nod to "Phoenix-Eye Fist: A Shaolin Fighting Art of South China," which featured both the late

Cheong Cheng Leong and Donn. F. Draeger.In the introduction, Wiley said his original intent

was publish the original text; however, the Cheong-Draeger book was reissued just as he

planned publication. This explains why Wiley's book feels like a companion edition.As such,

buy both books. They complement each other and give you a fuller picture of the art and its

potential when read in tandem. Wiley provides a broader, holistic look at Chuka. Draeger's is

more focused, with better inset pictures to show specific hand formations and techniques both

from drills and a core empty-handed form. Draeger's also possesses some self-defense

applications that complement Wiley's two-person empty-handed fighting set.After all, your

chances of actually finding a place to train this outside of Malaysia are almost nil.”

Bokhara, “Good basic read on this art. I think Draeger'sbook is better overall for instruction..

Draeger's book is more thorough but nonetheless this is a good book. I practice southern

Mantis (East River Chow Family Tong Long) which I'm prejudiced in favor of, but still this art as

one of our cousins is interesting to learn about.”

David Wong Wan Tho, “The Secrets of Phoenix-eye Fist Kung Fu. This is a supplementary

book to the first publication on Phoenix-eye fist. On its own readers would not be able to make

much sense of it. But read it in tandem with the first book, it becomes highly valuable. Looking

forward to more publications on this style of kung fu.”



stephen stannard, “not bad. more information needed”

Jason Ward, “A must have book!. A great look at a rarely talked about martial system. Well

read, and a great sequel to Don Draegers earlier work done.”

The book by Frank S. Ring has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 15 people have provided feedback.
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